Princetonian. He was also elected to membership in the Tiger Inn. He left Princeton after two years to attend the University of Chicago and received the bachelor of science degree in 1895. Flint stayed on at Chicago for a year of postgraduate study, from which came his first contribution to the medical literature, a paper in the Journal of the American Medical Association, entitled, "Notes on the Distribution of Bacillus Coli Communis." He then matriculated at the Johns Hopkins Medical School in 1896. Although the Johns Hopkins University was incorporated as early as 1867, the medical school was not opened until 1893, some years after the hospital. The president, Daniel Coit Gilman, and his board of trustees, after consultation with President Eliot of Harvard, President White of Cornell, and President Angell of Michigan, decided that rather than merely a college, they wanted a university, an institution in which graduate studies would be emphasized. The establishment in Baltimore of graduate level teaching, as exemplified in the laboratories in Europe of men such as Huxley, His, Ludwig, and Cohnheim, is well known.
One of the prime movers in this inductive type of learning was Franklin Mall who, as we shall see later, can be considered the father of the whole-time system in the United States. Mall stressed the complete devotion of the teacher to the functions of teaching, which he had learned in Germany, and Flint very early on came in contact with Mall.
The Spanish-American war led to interest in tropical disease, and in 1899 President Gilman sent Simon Flexner and Lewellys Barker to the Philippine Islands to study tropical diseases. They were accompanied by two medical students, J.M. Flint and F.P. Gay, who traveled at their own expense. In Manila Flexner discovered the type of bacillus producing dysentery that now bears his name. Flint and Barker also traveled through India, seeing large numbers of people with bubonic plague which they described in several publications. During the trip Flint and Gay had extensive discussions with Flexner and Barker, both of whom had been students of Mall. Flint received his M.D. degree from Hopkins in 1900 and promptly went abroad to Leipzig on Mall's recommendation. Ludwig had died, but His was still there, as were Spalteholz and Trendelenberg. Concurrently, Lewellys Barker was offered the professorship in anatomy at Chicago. He planned ultimately to work in internal medicine, but Mall strongly recommended he take this chair initially to be better prepared for entering clinical medicine. Flint, having already decided to pursue a career in surgery, was also advised to begin in anatomy and went to Chicago with Barker in 1901. The stay was short, however, for Flint was offered the chair in anatomy at the University of California, which he accepted. In 1902 he served on a commission to study the establishment of a university hospital in San Francisco, having had considerable experience and background from his relationships with Welch, Barker, and others at the Hopkins. Also on the commission was Moffitt, for whom the hospital was named. He reorganized the anatomy laboratories and course of study, reporting this After the turn of the century, the fortunes of the school of medicine at Yale were at low ebb. As recounted by Dr. Vernon Lippard, "Yale was lagging behind; poorly supported by the university morally and financially, a school which had stood among the best was losing ground rapidly. The Corporation was faced squarely with the decision whether to continue operating a good liberal arts college with loosely appended graduate and professional schools, or to become a university in practice as well as in name, [4] . The endowment of the medical department was a meager $100,000. The University provided only a few thousand dollars from its endowment per year, and the best paid professor earned $2,000.
On April 18, 1906, the earthquake struck San Francisco and was followed by fire and destruction of much of the city. Of critical importance is the recognition that all of the ingredients which Barker described must be present for such a system to prosper. So many of the troubles which occurred in coming years resulted from trying to institute such systems without all these criteria present or available. Barker went on to say, "In the first place a very large sum of money would be required, for the university would have to build and equip hospitals of its own, arranged on an entirely different plan from that adopted in ordinary charity hospitals" [9] .
Thus the rallying cry for a whole-time system had been sounded. institution of medical education rather than one of charity." Many wealthy alumni, particularly in Boston and New York, had serious concern about continuing the medical school in New Haven and had the general impression that the Yale medical school was a lame duck, rather a hindrance than anything to the university.
A formal fund-raising drive began in 1914. The Bradys gave $600,000. Gifts came from Charles and Edward Harkness, and two million dollars was obtained to begin the whole-time experiment instituted in 1919. For a very brief period the new system seemed to work well; however, by 1920, the New Haven Hospital ran out of money. It became apparent also that the hospital was the target of an informal boycott by local New Haven physicians who resented their exclusion from the public wards and were diverting their patients to other hospitals. The GEB could not allow the new full-time scheme to collapse because they knew it would be fuel to the fire of opponents to the plan. They therefore gave the income on one million dollars each year to the Yale medical school which the school would turn over to its teaching hospital.
During this period Harvard made at least three separate applications to the GEB for support for development of its medical school. All were turned down because Harvard was not willing to institute the strict full-time system. Harvard president Charles W. Eliot wrote in 1917, "The authorities of the Harvard Medical School regard the full-time policy as a-great improvement in clinical teaching, but they believe that in its most intelligent application it will permit the continued employment as teachers of men who accept private practice as well as Hospital practice" [3] .
In Dr. Cushing's papers we find the following verses written by a patient who had had a surgical operation at the Hopkins: "Dr. Halsted doesn't care. Dr. Finney isn't there. Dr. Follis doesn't dare." Cushing was not enamored of the complete full-time plan. Upon retirement as surgeon-in-chief he wrote in the 18th Annual Report at the Peter Bent Brigham hospital in 1931,
Someday an impartial and unabridged history will be written of the important movement that has come to be known as the full-time plan for clinical departments. Meanwhile in 1912, Dr. Christian and I in full accord with the general principles of a whole-time service were in the process of coming to a working arrangement with the Board of Incorporators of the Brigham Hospital. So it came about that we were the first clinical teachers so far as I know who desired and were permitted to give their undivided attention to the work of a teaching hospital and to confine their professional activities within its walls. In so doing, we were to have the privilege of accepting fees from patients who might consult us during such hours as we felt justified in setting aside for this purpose.
Our self-imposed program, however, was not permitted to stand unchallenged. In October 1913, after some overtures, the General Education Board offered to give the Harvard Medical School $1.5 million, provided the chiefs at the Brigham Hospital would agree to serve as full-time officers. The medical school was then in debt and the promise of financial relief would have been a veritable windfall, but I never could convince myself that those here who have pressed us to accept the restrictions imposed by the gift were interested as much in the principle involved as in securing the gift.
I think some awfully bad mistakes have been made and so far as I know, Henry Christian and I are the only reasonably happy people in the country who are on a full-time arrangement. If you want some really illuminating information, someday go and talk to Mrs. Halsted. Happy full-time people on the Flexner basis are either bachelors or people of independent means.
Cushing then tried to get things organized. He called a meeting of the American Surgical Association. "It seems to me the wisest thing to do would be for us to have a meeting uninfluenced in any way by the Rockefeller Foundation. It is true enough that many of these men can ill afford to go away to meetings owing to their small salaries, but that is one of the penalties of adherence to Mr. Flexner's program" [5] .
Coming full circle, we find James Rowland Angell writing in 1933 from the office of the president of Yale, "Dear Dr. Cushing: Believe it or not, I have just read with huge delight your unorthodox but inspiring swan song. I particularly enjoyed your mordant analysis of full-time-Cushing's vs. Flexner's-and I wondered how many readers will get the full flavor of the references to Barker. You convey wittingly or not an erroneous impression, I think, as to Abe's position in the GEB. When the Board created sections, Abe was made director of medical interests, but I think your statement would lead the casual reader to suppose he became head of the Board which he never did, despite his eager desire" [ Joseph Marshall Flint was the original whole-time professor at Yale. He initiated the residency system at the New Haven Hospital. He first brought a background of basic science to the clinical area. He was first to institute a laboratory, do research, and include this in the curriculum for students and residents. He truly set the stage for development of the medical school in its present form. In a letter to a colleague, he said, "My own feeling is that the really difficult part of the job has been done. The ground is plowed and all that it needs is the proper kind of planning and cultivation to bring about the fruition of the years of labor that you have invested in the School" [8] . The erection of the Sterling Hall of Medicine and accommodations for anatomy, physiology, physiological chemistry, and pharmacology came about shortly after
this. An incidental effect of this exciting development was the tearing down of the surgical laboratory which had survived since 1907.
As for the whole-time system, we turn now to Samuel Clark Harvey's report to the dean, Milton C. Winternitz, on the department of surgery for the years 1920 through 1935: "Dear Winter: This cursory summary may carry two impressions. One is that of a complicated organization which brings the responsibility for administration to a peak in the office of the chief surgeon and head of the Department of Surgery. Such a setup has many advantages which are apparent and indeed cannot, I believe, be dispensed with. It is an unexpected result of the introduction of the full-time system, which has served to replace the expenditure of time previously employed in private practice, by an equivalent or greater detachment of time from professional pursuits for the purposes of administration. As a result, the person holding this position becomes in large part an administrator and far removed from the clinics, teaching and research. The defect is obvious, but the correction of it to my mind not at all apparent" [13] .
Nor, to my thinking, and that of Dr. Harvey and Dr. Flint; but we will struggle on with it.
